
Titan Tubes presents creativity for The Unlimited Events Group

Having searched the market for a unique lighting tool, Unlimited Events Group came across the Astera Titan
Tubes distributed by DWR Distribution and consequently purchased sixteen units with the idea to double up in
the future. They also invested in two ART7 AsteraBox CRMX, the interface between lights and controller.

 

“I had been looking for a product like this for several years,” said Marius van Rooyen from Unlimited Events,
head of technical for one of the largest décor providers in South Africa.  “The cabling and processing of some of
the other systems I had seen made them complex, high risk for technical failure and time consuming to install.”

 

Titan is the ultimate LED tube for filmmakers, TV studios and any creative person. It emits powerful, tunable
white with ultra-high color rendering as well as colored light which can be applied to individual pixels or the
whole tube. The tube offers unlimited range of usage; indoor or outdoor, AC-powered or on battery, on the go
with the AsteraApp, with wired or wireless DMX.
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Unlimited Events are well known for transforming ordinary spaces into unforgettable events, and the Titan Tubes
have already been incorporated into a range of events, from exhibition spaces where they were used at
AutoMechanika Johannesburg held at Nasrec, to the Midstream Spring Fest, an outdoors event. The units were
utilized at the TrendVision Awards hosted at Emperors Palace and the Afri Group Awards held at Sun City.

 

“The Titans are amazing,” Marius concluded. “Reliable and quick to install with massive creative potential, they
tick all of our boxes at Unlimited Events.”
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